0040986 "FL-986" Wireless Speakers, stereo, for indoor and outdoor use

- Allows you to enjoy music at home or outdoors
- Super bass power for powerful bass
- Automatic frequency adjustment for uninterrupted music enjoyment
- PLL technology for signal transmission with stable frequency
- Select from two transmission channels for uninterrupted signal transfer
- With an infrared remote control for convenient, comfortable operation
- Auto scan function
- Active 2-way system
- Super sound thanks to active bass boost
- Stereo and mono function selectable
- Vertical or horizontal positioning
- Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
- Range when used outdoors: up to 100 m
- Power supply of the speakers with supplied power supply units or 6x Mignon AA batteries/rechargeable batteries
- Also suitable for wall mounting
- Power output: 2 x 4 W (RMS)
- Total harmonic distortion: < 1.5%
- No complicated cabling or installation

Technical Details:
- Max. Range: 100 m
- Diameter: 13 cm
- Height: 25 cm
- Power: 8 W
- Frequency Range: 40 Hz - 12 kHz
- Transmission Frequency: 863 MHz
- Colour of the Housing: Black

Scope Of Delivery:
- 2 "FL-986" wireless speakers
- 2 power supply units for the wireless speakers, 9V/1200 mA
- 1 transmitter with status LEDs
- 1 power supply unit for the transmitter, 8V/200 mA
- 1 audio cable, 1.5 m (3.5 mm jack on 2x RCA plug)
- 1 adapter: jack socket on 2x RCA plug
- Operating instructions
- Batteries not included

EAN:4007249409867